Access control directly in SAP

®

… more convenient and secure than ever before.
Discover the new possibilities for access monitoring and control with SAP®
and Janitor®

SAP® put your company’s entire set of economic data at your
fingertips. What’s been missing until now was the ability to
use that data for access control. Access terminals can only
be linked to personnel data in SAP® via workarounds using
external systems. Right now data is almost always recorded
redundantly, and almost never in the most current state.
Janitor® delivers the world’s first SAP®-based program
for access management. It communicates with the
terminals via a proprietary standard interface, ACS-PDC.
For the first time, you can administer access credentials and
analyse attendance and absence times without leaving the
familiar software interface.
Janitor® also eliminates the need for redundant data. All
processes undertaken at the terminals are immediately
available in SAP® for processing and analysis. The reverse is
also true: the terminals are always working with up-to-date
personnel data.
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Janitor® makes it easy
Users will appreciate how easy Janitor® is to operate, as it
can directly access all time management data in SAP®. Reader
devices can also be defined in SAP® – including assignment
of IP addresses, cost centres, entrances/exits, etc. This saves
the time otherwise needed to integrate third-party systems.
And reduces your company’s dependence on specialists.
Where Janitor® really simplifies things is through the direct
usage of the SAP® role concept: When personnel data is
created in SAP®, Janitor® gets immediately to work in the
background by assigning access rights. An employee assigned
to the IT cost centre will thus receive access to the server
room. If the employee is later transferred to a different cost
centre, then the system will automatically modify those
credentials.
It’s also easy to assign credentials that deviate from the
standard credentials associated with a cost centre profile:
Just a few clicks in Janitor® are all that’s needed to create
a custom credentials profile.

Well equipped for the digital future
Cloud services, Internet of Things, Industry 4.0 – what
steps have you taken, or are you planning on taking, to
accommodate for the digital revolution? Whichever path you
choose – Janitor® ensures
that you’re perfectly preDigital Transformation of Access Management
pared for the digital age.
Among the steps we’ve taken
are an optional web management system with an alarm
function. Janitor® is also
available as Software as a
Service (SaaS). That means
Onthat you can draw on its
Hybrid
Premises
benefits even if using SAP®
S/4HANA
SAP HCM/OM/HR
SuccessFactors
via a data centre.

Cloud
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Greater security for buildings and persons
Janitor® gives employees and third-party vendors access
solely to the rooms and areas that you wish them to visit.
Time profiles are used to ensure that this access is limited to
specific time windows. For example, office workers may enter
the building only between 7 am and 7 pm, while cleaning
crews have access only in the early mornings and late evenings.
Logs are also created via SAP®. This makes it easier to detect
not only when an employee is or isn’t present, but also if they
have a suspicious number of unauthorised access attempts.
The program shows which terminals are operational and how
many people are in which rooms — crucial information in the
event of a fire alarm.

Overview of functions
n	
Complete integration into SAP ®
including via SAP Organisation Management (OM)
n	
Adoption of master records from SAP ®
·S
 imple, centralised data storage
·D
 erivation of access profiles from OM, works with plan
variants
n	
Seamless communication between SAP ® and terminals
Automatic Upload and download of all events
n	
Individual access controlYou define who may enter
which areas and when
n	
Access profiles define
individual profiles, user groups
n	
Analyse attendance and absence times
Assess the recorded times in SAP®
n	
ID generation and visitor management
Visitor accounts can be created directly in SAP® by the
entrance security staff
n	
Security-related assessment functions
Proof of unauthorised access attempts, overview of
attendance in the event of alarms and additional
n	
Functional controls
Clear overview at all times of which terminals are operational
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In brief
Janitor® combines the convenient and familiar interface of
SAP® software with the powerful range of possibilities in a
modern access management system. It provides comprehensive security for grounds, buildings and individual rooms and
persons, without the disadvantages inherent to conventional
third-party systems.
Interested?
We’re glad to give you details on how your company can
improve its security while streamlining work processes at the
same time.
Contact
Tel +49 6181 29971 20
info@drakos.de
www.janitor-zutritt.de
Janitor® was jointly developed by DRAKOS GmbH
and i/Con Unternehmensberatung GmbH, a corporate
consulting firm.
SAP® is a registered trademark of SAP AG.

By the way: Our new program is named for the Roman god Janus, the keeper
of doors and gateways. With his two faces, he had a constant view on both
those coming and going and could see into both the past and the future.
A deity of beginnings and success, which is why the first month of the year is
named after him.
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